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Efficient electron emission for energy conversion requires a low work function and a stable emitter

material. The work function of graphene-based carbon materials can decrease significantly by

intercalation with alkali metals, thus increasing their emission current. In this work, electron emission

from potassium-intercalated carbon nanosheet extensions grown on electrode graphite is investigated.

These petal-like structures, composed of 5–25 layers of graphene, are synthesized using microwave

plasma chemical vapor deposition. Samples are intercalated with potassium, and a hemispherical

energy analyzer is used to measure the emission intensity caused by both thermal and photonic

excitation. The emission from the potassium-intercalated structures is found to consistently decrease

the work function by 2.4 to 2.8 eV relative to non-intercalated samples. High emission intensity

induced by photonic excitation from a solar simulator, with a narrow electron energy distribution

relative to established theory, suggests that electron scattering decreases emitted electron energy as

compared to surface photoemission. A modified photoemission theory is applied to account for

electron scattering, and the sample work function and mean number of scattering events are used as

parameters to fit theory to experimental data. The thermal stability of the intercalated nanopetals is

investigated, and after an initial heating and cooling cycle, the samples are stable at low

temperatures. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4805038]

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron emission is the process by which electrons emit

from one material into another material or medium, often a

vacuum. Three main processes cause electron emission, and

although they can occur simultaneously, historically they have

been studied separately.1 The first type, photoemission, occurs

when an electron absorbs a photon with energy �hx; if the pho-

ton energy is greater than the work function, the electron can

then overcome the potential barrier to leave the material.2

Second, thermionic emission is similarly a classical mecha-

nism in which the energy to overcome the barrier is gained

through thermal excitation.3 The third type, field emission, is

a quantum-mechanical process where a high electric field is

applied to the material in order to distort the potential barrier

such that it is thin enough for electrons to tunnel through the

barrier with non-negligible probability.4 The present work

considers the effects of photoemission from a carbon structure

consisting of thin graphitic nanopetals decorating a graphitic

surface that is particularly well suited for light absorption.

In recent years, carbon nanomaterials have been studied

as possible electron emission sources. These materials have

shown good emitter characteristics, and due to the unique

bonding nature of carbon they can take a number of forms.

Among the carbon nanomaterials studied are carbon nanofib-

ers,5 diamond films,6 carbon nanotubes,7 and more recently

graphene.8 The high mechanical strength and favorable

electrical properties of these materials make them excellent

candidates for field emission. The ability to fabricate

low-dimensional carbon materials enables large field

enhancement, and carbon nanotubes,9,10 nanofibers,11 and

nanowalls12 among others13 have been studied. More

recently, few-layer graphene nanosheets,14 polymers of gra-

phene15,16 and single sheets of graphene17 have been investi-

gated. These materials are particularly attractive because

they allow for large field enhancement due to nanoscale

sharpness while still maintaining high current densities. In

addition to their durability as emitters, carbon nanomaterials

can be readily intercalated with other materials such as alkali

metals to decrease the work function and thereby increase

electron emission current.5,7,8,18,19

Carbon nanotubes possess excellent thermal transport and

optical absorption properties,20,21 making them suitable for

use in thermionic and photoemission.19 Graphene shares

many of these beneficial properties such as high mechanical

strength, thermal and electrical conductivity, and optical

absorption.22 Catalyst-free chemical vapor deposition methods

for synthesizing graphitic petals on a number of substrates

have been developed12 and allow for relatively uniform and

dense structures, as well as high optical absorptivity.23

Moreover, the presence of many edges in this type of structure

can be beneficial for emission, as edges have been shown to

play an important role in electron emission for both gra-

phene17 and carbon nanotubes.24 In addition, the high surface

area to volume ratio of the petals creates a reactive material

that could be advantageous for further modification.25 In par-

ticular, intercalation with alkali metals has been shown to sig-

nificantly reduce the work function of graphitic materials.26

Prior work indicates that carbon nanofibers intercalated with

potassium can be stable to high temperatures5 and that interca-

lated carbon nanotubes also have excellent thermionic and

photoemission properties.19
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Despite almost 100 years of photoemission studies,

uncertainty remains regarding the contributions of physical

characteristics such as emitter geometry27 and surface

effects.28 The present work focuses on thermionic and photo-

emission, and the theories describing these are discussed in

greater detail below. However, any work on electron emission

should acknowledge the pioneering work of Fowler and

Nordheim29 in developing a theory for field emission. Indeed

much of their work on field emission has led to a greater

understanding of other emission mechanisms, and the present

work draws heavily from their foundational theoretical devel-

opment. The interested reader can find informative reviews of

field emission in Gomer,4 Gadzuk and Plummer,30 and

Jensen.31 In this work, we investigate vertically oriented gra-

phitic petal arrays that exhibit unusual electron emission char-

acteristics under a combination of photonic and thermal

excitation. These petals are formed from 5 to 25 layers of gra-

phene by microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition

(MPCVD) synthesis on electrode graphite. A modified photo-

emission theory is developed and shows excellent agreement

with experimental measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Material synthesis and characterization

Electron emission from graphitic petals requires that the

substrate be rigid enough to support a thin layer of petals and

provide a conductive path for electrons to the emitter. For

thermionic emission, the substrate and emitter must also be

capable of withstanding temperatures in excess of 1000 K

and will ideally have high thermal conductivity. For this rea-

son, electrode graphite was chosen as the substrate. The elec-

trode graphite was approximately 10 mm by 10 mm square

with a nominal thickness of 2 mm. The graphitic petal

growth process employed here was reported by Bhuvana

et al., and a detailed description of the synthesis process can

be found elsewhere.32 Further studies33 have shown that

these petals, consisting of 5–25 layers of graphene, can be

grown without a separate catalyst on a number of materials

such as silicon, copper, and graphite. Figure 1 shows a typi-

cal scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the plain

electrode graphite before (a) and after (b) petal growth using

the MPCVD system. Additionally, a transmission electron

microscope image is provided in the supplemental section.60

The growth of the petals is not entirely uniform across the

sample surface. The plasma tends to couple best to the edges

of the sample, and growth in these areas is densest. Multiple

layers of petals could form in these dense areas around the

edge.

Bulk graphite has a unique lamellar structure composed

of layers of graphene with relatively weak interplanar interac-

tions.34 This structure makes it a favorable candidate for inter-

calation where atoms or compounds of another material are

inserted between graphene layers. The process has been stud-

ied extensively for bulk graphite with a number of different

materials known as graphite intercalation compounds. Much

like semiconductor doping, the materials can be broken into

the two basic categories: donors and acceptors.26 However,

unlike semiconductor doping where the dopant often occupies

a site in the semiconductor lattice when electrically active,35

the intercalant occupies the space between atomic layers.

Alkali metals are common donor intercalants,26 and surface

coating monolayers of alkali metals have been widely used to

decrease the work functions of various metals.36 Potassium

was chosen in this work because it has been studied exten-

sively in the literature and therefore provides a foundation for

comparison. Potassium’s efficacy as an intercalant is due to

steric considerations as the potassium atoms fit well within the

graphitic lattice.37 Moreover, potassium-intercalation has been

effective with other nanoscale carbon materials such as carbon

nanotubes38 and nanofibers.5

The process used to intercalate graphitic petals is based

on a simple two-phase procedure described in prior work.19

The sample and potassium were sealed in a custom-made

borosilicate glass tube sealed with a Kovar fitting. In order to

prevent oxidation from adsorbed water on the sample sur-

face, all samples were heated at 560 K for 20 min in an argon

glove box. The samples were then loaded into an intercala-

tion vessel while still hot to prevent unwanted gases from

adsorbing to the surface. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was per-

formed on samples after emission testing at room tempera-

ture. The sample was quickly tested after being removed

from vacuum to limit oxidation, and the XRD matched well

to stage-1 potassium-intercalation. However, in the case

when the sample was left in ambient conditions for an

extended period of time, potassium peroxide (K2O2)

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of the electrode graphite substrate prior to growing

graphitic petals (b) Typical SEM image of few layer graphitic petals grown

on an electrode graphite substrate.
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dominated the XRD spectrum. Figure 2(a) shows the results

for a sample tested immediately after being removed from

the vacuum chamber. The peak at 16.75� indicates stage-1

intercalation. Figure 2(b) shows XRD analysis on a sample

that was left in ambient conditions for several hours. In this

case, the peaks correspond to K2O2 peaks from JCPDS Card

76-2140.

Potassium-intercalated graphitic petals on a silicon sub-

strate were also tested by XRD before being emission tested

and results showed stage-1 intercalation. These results are sim-

ilar to those from the intercalated graphitic petals on electrode

graphite measured after emission testing thereby demonstrat-

ing that testing at lower temperatures (before deintercalation)

does not drastically change the stage. The petal coated silicon

substrate sample also indicates that the petals themselves are

intercalated, thereby highlighting the importance of the surface

structure over the bulk substrate.

B. Photo-excitation and electron energy
measurements

The measurement system has been described in detail

elsewhere,19,24,39,40 and additional information is supplied in

the supplementary material.60 Briefly, the sample was placed

in a high-vacuum environment on a stage with a built-in

heater and bias supply. A hemispherical energy analyzer

(HEA) located above the sample was used for measuring

electron emission intensity as a function of the kinetic energy

of emitted electrons. Several different light sources were

used in this study; the main photo-excitation source was a

Newport solar simulator (Model 69907 power supply and

Model 67005 lamp box) with a xenon lamp (Model 6255

bulb) and an AM1.5 global filter (Model 81094). This source

is designed to mimic solar radiation incident on the surface

of the earth at an angle of 45�. Neutral density filters

(Thorlabs Kit NDK01) were used to control the intensity of

photonic illumination from a solar simulator during photo-

emission studies. In addition to the solar simulator, high

power light emitting diodes (LEDs) were used for more

monochromatic light sources. Two different LEDs were

acquired, a blue LED (Thorlabs Model M470L2) and a green

LED (Thorlabs Model M530L2). The full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the blue LED spectrum was 29 nm or

0.169 eV with peak intensity at 2.694 eV, while the FWHM

of the green LED was 31 nm or 0.141 eV with a peak at

2.382 eV.

III. ELECTRON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION MODELING

Thermionic emission theory is well established, and ele-

ments of it are included here to facilitate comparison with

photoemission models. We assume that the electron ensem-

ble behaves to first order as a free electron gas. While this

assumption is questionable for a nanoscale emitter, such as

the thin graphitic petals used in this study, previous work has

shown that it provides good fits for potassium-intercalated

carbon nanotubes19 and potassium-intercalated carbon nano-

fibers.5 A second assumption is that the material has a single

parabolic conduction band. Further investigation of the elec-

tronic structure, including detailed calculations of the energy

bands could yield additional insight into the emission mecha-

nism. However, this type of analysis is beyond the scope of

this work, and the parabolic band assumption is often applied

successfully to field emission from ultra-sharp emitter tips41

including graphitic materials.15

With these assumptions in place, the number of ther-

mally emitted electrons with energy between E and E þ dE
and velocity in the z-direction (i.e., normal to the surface)

incident on the surface per unit time per unit area can be cal-

culated as30,42

ITEED ¼
4pme

h3

ðE� EF � /ÞHðE� EF � /Þ
1þ exp E�EF

kBT

� � dE; (1)

where me is the electron rest mass, EF is the Fermi energy, /
is the work function, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, h is

Planck’s constant, T is temperature, and H represents

the Heaviside step function used in the Richardson

approximation.

The mechanism that underlies photoemission is gener-

ally more complicated to model. The advanced approaches

used in prior literature, such as the three-step model, require

detailed knowledge of the emitter geometry, band structure,

and optical properties,2,43 quantities not known in this study.

FIG. 2. XRD analysis performed on

potassium-intercalated petals immedi-

ately after the sample underwent low

temperature emission testing. The results

for (a) are consistent with stage-1 inter-

calation, demonstrating that the sample

maintained its intercalation staging

throughout the testing. Spectrum (b)

indicates that the sample has oxidized in

the ambient environment.
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Instead this work follows that of Fowler29 and DuBridge44 as

a basis. The Fowler-Dubridge model has been successfully

applied to experimental results from a previous study with

potassium-intercalated carbon nanotubes.5 To first order, the

electron energy distribution (EED) for thermionic emission

can be adjusted assuming the normal energy W of the elec-

tron population in the material is increased by the photon

energy �hx, such that

IPEED ¼
4pme

h3

ðE� EF � /ÞHðE� EF � /Þ
1þ exp E�EF��hx

kBT

� � dE: (2)

A number of assumptions underlie this model. First, fol-

lowing the thermionic model, a free-electron material with a

single parabolic band is assumed. Second, the probability of

an electron absorbing a photon is assumed to be independent

of photon energy. Third, photon energy is entirely mani-

fested as momentum in the normal direction. This last

assumption is not physical; however, for examining the

high-energy tail when the photon energy and work function

are comparable, this assumption yields reasonable results

because in order for an electron to emit when /� �hx, nearly

all photon energy must manifest itself in the normal

direction.19

The present work uses a broad-spectrum solar simulator.

In such cases, a substantial fraction of photon energies

greatly exceed the work function of the emitting material,

such that not all photon energy must be converted to the nor-

mal direction for emission to occur. This discounts the

assumption used in the derivation of Eq. (2). A random

energy model is therefore developed instead following

Jensen1,45 and Westover39 to account for the angle of inci-

dence for photons. An expression Navail,Dhp for the number

of electrons incident on the surface within the angle Dhp and

with sufficient energy to emit can be developed. The expres-

sion weights the emission intensity generated by photons

illuminated within the angle Dhp and the terms in IPEED must

be altered accordingly. The total EED is then described by

IPEEDðEÞdE ¼
XN

n¼1

Navail;Dhp
ðhpÞDhp

Navail;total
IPEED;Dhp

ðEÞdE; (3)

where IPEED,Dhp is as follows:

IPEED;Dhp
¼ 4pme

h3

ðE� EF � /ÞHðE� EF � /Þ
1þ exp

E�EF��hxcosðhpÞ
kBT

� � dE: (4)

The total number of incident electrons can be found by

summing over all intervals of Dhp such that

Navail;total ¼
XN

n¼1

Navail;Dhp
ðhPÞ: (5)

Equations (3) and (4) are referred to in this document as the

“random energy” photoemission model, while Eq. (2) is

termed the “normal energy” photoemission model. Both can

be considered to be variants of the Fowler-Dubridge model.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two samples were tested in this study. Both samples

consisted of potassium-intercalated petals grown on elec-

trode graphite and were prepared in the same manner, but

several months apart. Figure 3 shows normalized thermionic

EEDs (TEEDs) from plain graphitic petals and potassium-

intercalated graphitic petals (sample 1). The characterization

of emission from the graphitic substrate and plain petals is

not discussed at length here because their relatively high

work functions (4–5 eV) limits the amount of incident radia-

tion from the solar spectrum that has sufficient energy to

directly photoemit an electron from the material. Therefore,

most non-intercalated petal emission results are from thermi-

onic studies and are provided in the supplemental material.60

TEEDs of plain petals indicated a work function of 4.6 eV,

while TEEDs of intercalated petals produced work functions

as low as 2.2 eV, where the difference is taken between the

maximum peak intensities. Thermionic emission from the

plain petals is negligible below 1123 K but temperatures

above 673 K would promote deintercalation of the

potassium-intercalated petals. Therefore, two different tem-

peratures are used for the TEED measurements shown in

Figure 3.

The addition of graphitic petals to a plain graphite sur-

face generates a very large increase in intensity relative to

plain graphite (20%–100%), suggesting that the petals

increase the photon absorbance.25 Furthermore, the resulting

EEDs for intercalated petals is narrower than the EEDs for

non-intercalated. Robinson et al. also observed narrowing of

the distribution with graphite fibers, and suggested that it

could be due to a hybridized state between the nearly free

electron state of the graphite and an s state of the potassium.5

Given the significant increase in emission intensity for low-

temperature photo-excited petals, the intercalation of gra-

phitic petals provides a superior emitter material. In terms of

prospective energy conversion applications, a high-intensity,

broad distribution is advantageous because the total current

is given by the integral of the emission intensity.

Unfortunately, photo-excited EEDs resulting from broad-

band illumination had a much narrower distribution than that

expected from the random energy model. Figure 4 shows

FIG. 3. TEEDs of graphitic petals on electrode graphite before and after

potassium-intercalation (sample 1).
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EEDs from sample 1 prior to heating. Photoemission fits uti-

lizing a modification of the random energy model are also

plotted. The random energy model was modified to include

scattering of electrons and details of this theoretical modifi-

cation are given below.

EEDs of the photo-excited samples were narrow relative

to the random energy model fits. In fact, better theoretical fit-

ting to the experimental data can be obtained by simply

using thermionic theory. However, the resulting fitted tem-

peratures are much greater than the actual lattice tempera-

tures and do not account for the energy contributions from

photon absorption making the fits invalid. These fitting com-

parisons are demonstrated clearly in the supplemental mate-

rial.60 Narrowed distributions may result from electrons

being scattered by phonons, causing higher energy electrons

to emit at lower energies. Following recent work by Sun

et al., these scattering effects can be incorporated into the

present photoemission theory.46 Several assumptions are

invoked. First, electrons are scattered by optical phonons,

with equal probability, and each scattering event results in a

reduction of electron energy equal to the phonon energy.

Second, the probability of an electron scattering n times and

still emitting given a mean number of scattering events l,

follows a Poisson distribution. Based on these assumptions,

the photoemission theory modified to account for scattering

of electrons by optical phonons is given by

ISCATðEÞdE ¼
Xm

n¼0

CðnÞ expð�lÞ
n!

lnIPEEDðEþ nEphÞdE; (6)

CðnÞ ¼
Xn

j¼0

expð�lÞ l
j

j!

" #�1

; (7)

where n is the number of scattering events, Eph is the phonon

energy, l is the mean number of scattering events that emit-

ted electrons experience, C(n) is a probability normalization

coefficient and IPEED(Eþ nEph) is the photoemission inten-

sity calculated by the random energy model. Eph is taken to

be 0.21 eV based on the high energy optical phonon in the

graphene band structure.47 Assuming that a negligible num-

ber of electrons with energy greater than �hxmax will emit, m
is the maximum integer value such that EþmEph � �hxmax.

In Figure 4, the light intensity of the photo illumination

on sample 1 is varied and each EED is normalized with

respect to the EED resulting from 100% illumination by the

solar simulator. The normalized photon flux from the

AM1.5 G filter is plotted for comparison. The average, fitted

work function from the EEDs is 2.3 6 0.1 eV, the average

mean number of scattering events is 1.5 6 0.1, and the aver-

age root mean squared error (RMSE) of the plots is 0.052 6

0.007 eV. Table I provides the parameter values for every in-

tensity of solar illumination. Parameter values do not fluctu-

ate significantly with changes in optical intensity. A low-

energy leading edge is apparent in the measured EEDs just

prior to the main emission peak suggesting that the sample

has a small area with an even lower work function poten-

tially resulting from surface adsorbed potassium.

Thermal effects were evaluated in sample 1 by varying

the base temperature of the emitter samples via a controlled,

heated stage. Figure 5 shows the mean scattering events for a

given lattice temperature plotted against optical intensity

(with respect to 1 sun of illumination from the solar simula-

tor). The reported values are averaged from 3 to 4 fitted EEDs

over the course of 4 heating and cooling cycles, and standard

deviations are included with each data point. Table II provides

FIG. 4. Measured EEDs from potassium-intercalated graphitic petals (sam-

ple 1) at 310 K due to photo-excitation with the solar simulator. Fits corre-

spond to random energy photoemission theory with phonon scattering

contributions.

TABLE I. Parameter values from data fitting to EEDs in Figure 4 generated

by solar simulator illumination of potassium-intercalated graphitic petals

(sample 1).

Optical intensity (%) Work function (eV) l RMSE (eV)

100 2.3 1.6 0.044

79 2.3 1.4 0.048

50 2.3 1.7 0.053

32 2.3 1.6 0.053

10 2.3 1.4 0.062

FIG. 5. Mean scattering events experienced by emitted electrons of

potassium-intercalated graphitic petals (sample 1) calculated by fitting

theory to measured EEDs and plotted as a function of illumination intensity.
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average values for the integrals of the EEDs (total emission

intensity) shown in Figure 5. The reduction in emission inten-

sity matches very closely with the reduction in solar illumina-

tion. A significant variation exists in the number of scattering

events, with most values in the range of 1.5–3.5. A subtle

overall trend exists amongst the averaged data points of

decreasing scattering events with increasing illumination in-

tensity, though significant standard deviations generate a wide

range of inaccuracy. This counterintuitive result suggests that

an increase in emission intensity causes less electron scatter-

ing among emitting electrons. Additionally, there appears to

be a consistent decrease in scattering at 580 K at all illumina-

tion intensities despite a negligible change in emission inten-

sity relative to the other temperatures. This may be a result of

physical changes in the sample such as oxide burn off, dis-

cussed in greater detail in the supplemental materials

section.60

Another approach to characterizing the EEDs is to

examine how the FWHM varies. Figure 6 contains a plot of

FWHM as a function of optical intensity (with respect to 1

sun of illumination) for several substrate temperatures of

sample 1. The plot on the left was generated after 2 heating

cycles up to 580 K and subsequent cooling to room tempera-

ture. The plot on the right was generated after the sample

had cooled from the measurements on the left plot. A clear

trend of increasing FWHM with optical intensity is present.

This effect occurs most prominently at room temperature,

particularly with the plot on the left. These results parallel

the decrease in scattering events with increasing optical in-

tensity that were derived from data fitting, as fewer scatter-

ing events result in a broader distribution.

Electron-phonon coupling in graphene has been studied

as a function of doping density, both theoretically48–50 and

experimentally.51–55 Transient absorption microscopy stud-

ies have observed a relatively slow decay (1.4 ps) in sus-

pended graphene, compared to substrate-supported graphene

(�200 fs), with the slow decay component attributed to hot

phonon effects.54 This is generally consistent with Raman

spectroscopy results at moderate carrier densities, which

indicate that the electron-phonon coupling weakens with

increasing doping.55 For high levels of potassium doping, the

Raman G-peak can split, indicating inhomogeneous doping,

and to soften and broaden, indicating a reduction of phonon

lifetimes with increasing doping (with respect to correspond-

ing values at low carrier densities).55 Comparable behavior

is observed in samples with 1–4 layers of graphene, indicat-

ing that the layers are weakly coupled. This suggests that

having thin petals will result in a slower electron energy

decay allowing for an increase in emission intensity and

electron energy as the electrons will have a longer time to

emit before they lose their energy. The increasing FWHM in

Figure 6 may be a result of weakened electron-phonon cou-

pling as higher energy electrons are allowed to emit.56

Moreover, an increase in the average energy of the emitted

electrons will cause a broadening of the EED and a possibly

a positive net energy exchange leaving the sample that would

generate a cooling effect within the sample, further decreas-

ing electron-phonon coupling. In such a scenario, a super-

linear increase in FWHM will occur with increasing optical

intensity as lattice cooling and electron-phonon decoupling

effects intensify.

Sample 2 demonstrated large shifts in work function,

scattering events, and overall EED shape as it went through

heating cycles. These shifts can likely be attributed to dein-

tercalated potassium, potassium oxide burn-off, and

extremely high electron counts. This phenomenon can subse-

quently have a negative impact on the work function of the

detector as well. Due to the reactive nature of the samples

tested, it was not possible to remove them from the chamber

in order to recalibrate the detector. However, with narrow-

band illumination from LEDs, direct photoemission can be

used for calibration. With known peaks and FWHMs, sample

emission from LED excitation can be used to calibrate the

analyzer work function in real time. To do this, an LED

induced EED is chosen, and the energy is allowed to shift

when fitting the theoretical model to the EED. The analyzer

work function can then be adjusted by the amount of the shift

in energy. LED emission is very appealing as an in situ cali-

bration method; however, the material must have a suffi-

ciently low work function for this method to be viable with

the green and blue LEDs utilized in this effort.

Figure 7 contains plots from the first heating cycle of

sample 2 comparing normalized photo-excited EEDs from

both solar simulator and LEDs. Solar illuminated samples

FIG. 6. FWHM of measured EEDs ver-

sus optical intensity generated after

potassium-intercalated graphitic petals

(sample 1) experience two heating

cycles up to 580 K and cooled (left) and

after the sample has then been again

heated to 380 K and cooled (right).

TABLE II. Resulting integrals of EEDs (# electrons � eV) evaluated for

Figure 5 from potassium-intercalated graphitic petals (sample 1)

measurements.

Optical intensity (%) 310 K 380 K 480 K 580 K

100 3.3� 103 4.0� 103 3.7� 103 3.6� 103

79 2.5� 103 3.0� 103 2.7� 103 2.8� 103

50 1.6� 103 1.8� 103 1.9� 103 1.7� 103

32 1.1� 103 1.3� 103 1.2� 103 1.2� 103

10 0.4� 103 0.4� 103 0.4� 103 0.4� 103
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are normalized with respect to the EED corresponding to

100% solar illumination while LED induced EEDs are nor-

malized by their own peak intensity. Negligible thermionic

emission occurs prior to 580 K and thus is not shown. The

data fitting results, using the random energy photoemission

theory with phonon scattering contributions, of all EEDs

from solar simulator illumination for a given temperature are

presented in Table III. A reduction in work function occurs

with increasing temperature as indicated by the results given

in Table III and which is further demonstrated by the plots in

Figure 7 in which the green LED does not produce a measur-

able EED until after the sample has been heated to 480 K

suggesting that the work function of the sample was not low

enough for excitation to occur via green LED illumination

prior to heating. An increase in maximum emission intensity

of greater than thirty times occurs between 310 K and 480 K

despite only a three times increase expected from theory by

the lowering of work function and increase in temperature.

This result suggests that chemical changes are occurring

within the sample, such as potassium oxidation burn-off and

increased intercalation, thereby increasing the overall area of

the sample emitting low energy electrons. Above 480 K,

emission counts decreased significantly and multiple work

functions were demonstrated via multiple peaks in the EEDs.

While the emission counts are reduced, a further reduction in

work function does occur when heated up to 680 K as dem-

onstrated in the supplemental material section.60 The reduc-

tion in work function may be a result of deintercalated

potassium forming on the surface of the sample, though it is

more likely that further removal of oxides on the surface of

the sample is the cause.

The petals utilized in this study are comprised of 5–25

layers of graphene, and they differ from graphene due to a

slight overlap of the bands at the Fermi-level that cause them

to be a semi-metal as opposed to a zero band gap semicon-

ductor.22,34 In addition, the petals are not completely planar.

Rippling of graphene sheets has been suggested to cause

rehybridization between the p and r orbitals in the graphene

band.57 However, in many respects, the graphite band struc-

ture is qualitatively similar to graphene, and therefore, exam-

ining the graphene electronic band structure can provide

insight into how the work function of the intercalated petals

is reduced. In the graphene band structure an energy change

of approximately 2.7 eV separates the K-point (Dirac point)

from the M-point (saddle point).17,58 The saddle point is

expected to exhibit a very high density of states although cal-

culations vary depending on the hopping parameter, t.59

Consequently, it would be difficult to raise the Fermi-level

FIG. 7. Normalized EEDs measured

from potassium-intercalated graphitic

petals (sample 2) illuminated with solar

simulator and blue/green LEDS for tem-

peratures of 310 K, 380 K, and 480 K.

TABLE III Parameter values from data fitting to EEDs generated by solar

simulator illumination of potassium-intercalated graphitic petals (sample 2).

Temperature (K) Optical intensity (%) Work function (eV) l RMSE (eV)

310 100 2.7 1.2 0.037

310 79 2.7 1.3 0.038

310 50 2.7 1.3 0.039

310 32 2.7 1.3 0.041

310 10 2.7 1.7 0.044

380 100 2.7 1.5 0.027

380 79 2.7 1.4 0.030

380 50 2.7 1.2 0.031

380 32 2.7 1.6 0.028

380 10 2.7 1.7 0.030

480 100 2.5 2.1 0.052

480 79 2.5 2.0 0.053

480 50 2.5 1.6 0.046

480 32 2.5 1.6 0.043

480 10 2.6 1.2 0.044
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above the saddle point.22 However, most electronic studies

of graphene focus on the K-point, and therefore, accurate

calculations of the band structure at higher energies are less

developed. Nevertheless, the distance between the K- and

M-points in the graphene band structure matches very

closely to the shift in work function measured between plain

and intercalated petals. Therefore, initial results from

potassium-intercalated graphitic petals suggest that emitting

electrons originate near the saddle point in the graphite/gra-

phene band structure. More detailed analysis on the band

structure could yield improved results on the understanding

of both the band structure of C8K (stage-1 intercalation) as

well as emission from a saddle point.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Electron emission from graphitic nanopetals was investi-

gated using a HEA. Potassium-intercalation of graphitic petals

dramatically changes the measured EED. The nature of the

intercalation was investigated using XRD and Raman analysis

(presented in the supplemental materials section),60 which

showed stage-1 intercalation was consistently obtained. This

intercalation provides the highest ratio of potassium to carbon,

and should produce the largest charge transfer and hence

lower the work function. Emission from intercalated samples

was compared to emission from samples without intercalation

and the results indicate that intercalation not only lowers the

work function by 2.4–2.8 eV but can also lead to emission

from multiple work functions. The potassium-intercalated gra-

phitic petals are a complex structure, and the stability of their

photo-excited emission for varying temperatures was investi-

gated. The material was found to be relatively stable at lower

temperatures (<480 K) but was unstable at higher tempera-

tures (>580 K). This instability is attributed to potassium-

oxide burn-off and the increased mobility of the potassium

atoms within the graphite lattice with increased temperature

leading to deintercalation.

A random energy photoemission model was developed

and modified to account for electron scattering. This model

was effectively used for quantitative fitting of theory to the

experimental photoemission EEDs when pure thermionic

and photoemission theories were not suitable. The resulting

fits indicate that electron scattering by optical phonons does

account for a lowering of emission energy and a narrowing

of the EED. The relative intensity of these peaks was

observed to change with temperature further suggesting

that the sample undergoes modification in structure at ele-

vated temperatures. The increased surface area of the petals

relative to bulk graphite and their large number of defects

make the petals highly reactive and non-uniform. However,

this non-uniformity provides a good emission source.

Unfortunately, the narrowing of the EEDs caused by the

scattering of electrons limits the range of energies that

could be used in an energy conversion device. However,

this does not offset the gain in emission intensity that is

induced by the reduced work function. These factors, and

the simplicity of the sample preparation, including petal

growth and intercalation, make this process amendable to

practical devices.
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